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Chapter 2499
At this point, Zhu Youcai is also busy turning his head, looking at the corner of Omi, see Omi is also so
fast, Zhu Youcai a burst of inner tension, the heart said: “grass, this session where the emergence of
the son of a bitch, but so quickly emerged white line, it, the last session, the second emergence of the
white line, a full ten minutes slower than me ah.I must refuel, to be higher than him.”
Zhu had cakes feeling the pressure.
At this point, no one was talking on stage, all looking at Omi and Zhu Youcai, wondering if this
newcomer would pose a threat to Zhu Youcai’s championship.
The host said, “I’m sure you’ve all seen that the previous winner, Zhu Youcai, is still the first to emerge
with a white line, while that first-time participant, Windy, is the second to emerge with a white line.At
present, Zhu Youcai’s white line is already 1.5 meters high, while Windy’s white line is almost 1 meter
high.Go for it Zhu Youcake, don’t get overtaken, and of course, go for it Wind Lightning.”
It seemed that a smell of gunpowder was born in the air.
Omi didn’t even bother to listen to what the outside world was saying, analyzing the spiritual streaks
inside the arranged stone wall himself without pressure.
At that moment, Omi’s white line broke through one meter in height.
The host shouted, “Wind Lightning has broken through one meter, and Zhu Youcai is still at one and a
half meters.”
Zhu Youcai heard Omi distance closer, the heart of a nervousness, which the more nervous, the more
prone to error, the desire for speed is not reflected vividly.
At this time, Omi’s white line grew again.
“Wind light cloud’s white line, reached a height of one meter two, Zhu Youcai’s white line, still at one
meter five, the distance is very close, Zhu Youcai, come on.”The host shouted. Remember the
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Zhu Youcai’s forehead was sweating profusely, obviously extremely stressed.
Of course, as a god, it would produce such stress, with such poor psychological quality, this was also an
element of the assessment, no one would feel that he couldn’t be made to produce stress.
Right at this moment, Zhu Youcai also grew.
“Haha, Zhu Youcai has finally grown, reaching a height of one meter and eighteen, the distance is once
again open.”The host laughed.
The atmosphere was tense.
Omi was calm and relaxed.

There was no tension on Omi’s face.
Omi said inwardly, “I’d better not rush my growth, so let’s take ten minutes and sort it out first.”
As a result, Omi’s growth rate immediately dropped.
And at that moment, Zhu Youcai grew again.
“Zhu Youcai increases the gap of light clouds, increasing again, come on, wind light clouds.”
A minute later.
“Zhu Youcai has grown to two meters and five.”
“Zhu has cakes growing to three meters.”
“Zhu Youcai grew to four meters, and Omi, still at one and two meters.”
“The third person to emerge with a white line has also surpassed Wind Lightning and reached one and
a half meters, Wind Lightning, what’s going on, still at one and two meters.”
“The fourth one who came up with the white line has also surpassed Wind Lightning.”
“The fifth one has also surpassed Wind Lightning.”
“It seems that Wind Light Cloud can’t make it, I thought, another dark horse killed out, but it turned
out to be a flash in the pan.”The host sighed sadly, while many people on the scene laughed in shame.
Old Sang shouted, “Wind Light Cloud, come on.”
Old Sang was in a bit of a hurry and thought that Wind Lightning could greatly win face for him, but it
suddenly stopped.
Ten minutes passed quickly.
“Zhu Youcai is way ahead.
, has reached thirteen meters, come on, it looks like Zhu Youcai will really break his own record of
thirty-nine meters this year.”
Omi exhaled deeply, finally able to begin to power up.
Omi grew from one meter and two meters to three meters in no time.
Those who saw it at the scene shouted, “What, I’m not seeing things differently, Wind Lightning has
started to grow again, and, in one fell swoop, he grew from one meter and two meters to three
meters.”
Many immediately looked at Wind Lightning, and it was true.
When Zhu Youcai heard that Omi had started to power up, and had increased by such a large amount,
his newly built confidence dropped a lot.

A moment later, the host shouted, “Wind Lightning grew again, five meters now, directly from three
meters to five meters, currently, in fourth place, and, very close to fourth place, Wind Lightning, go for
it.Of course, a few people in front of you, cheer up too.”
“Wind Lightning has grown to eight meters, he’s growing by three meters and three meters, ah, and
now, Wind Lightning is in second place.”
“Wow.”The crowd shouted with a wow.
The host said, “It seems that just now, when Wind Lightning stopped, it’s not that it’s not working, but
it’s gathering strength ah.”
Before the host finished speaking, Omi grew again.
“The wind is light and cloudy, it’s grown again, it’s reached twelve meters, this increase of four meters,
it’s incredible.At this moment, Zhu Youcai has also reached fifteen meters.”
“Wind Lightning and Zhu Youcai, there’s already only three meters between them, the gap is once
again close.Go for it, both of you.”
Zhu Youcai shivered when he heard that Wind Lightning was three meters away from him.
Half a minute later.
“Wow, Wind Lightcloud has grown again, this time the increase is still four meters, Wind Lightcloud
reached sixteen meters.Zhu Youcai, on the other hand, also reached sixteen meters, and at this
moment, they’re even, tied for first place.Wind lightly, come on, you have a chance to win the title,
Zhu Youcai, you also come on and keep your position.”
Before the host finished speaking, Omi’s white line grew again.
“Wow, Wind Lightning grew again, this time, the increase is really unprecedented, it grew from sixteen
meters to twenty-five meters in one go, while Zhu Youcai, still at sixteen meters, Wind Lightning
completely distanced herself from Zhu Youcai.”
“Wow.”The whole arena was shocked, didn’t expect ah didn’t expect, this beat Zhu Youcai to a pulp,
growing nine meters at once, what concept was this.
At this moment, many people who were still despising Omi, also suddenly had a slight respect for Omi,
after all, this could be the God Brain Competition, it was a performance of brain power, although brain
power didn’t mean a fast breakthrough in the realm, but at least the chances were greater.
Zhu Youcai looked towards Omi, his white line was so high that it was almost impossible for him to
catch up with him anymore, and for a moment, Zhu Youcai was frustrated.
At that moment, the host shouted again, “Wind lightly grows again, reaching thirty meters, wow sh*t,
so far it took less than twenty minutes, and Wind lightly is very close to Zhu Youcai’s record of 39
meters.”
“Wind Lightning, can he set a new record?”
Right at this moment, everyone was dumbfounded.

Only to see Omi’s white line, which had increased dramatically again, the maximum increase was at
nine meters, but now, Omi’s white line had grown to forty-five meters all of a sudden.
“Oh my god, forty-five meters.”The host was silly.
The entire audience was silly.
This time, Omi came with an ultimate increase, growing from 30 meters in height to 45 meters in one
fell swoop, not only breaking Zhu Youcai’s record, but also far surpassing it.
The crowd was incredibly quiet, seemingly unable to believe it.
That Miss Arlo, too, was dumbfoundedly looking at that record line.

